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What is The Reading Matrix? 
 The Reading Matrix is a professional site for ESL/English 
learners and language and literacy educators and 
researchers. Site contains language learning resources in the 
Archives section and an Interactive Database containing web-
based reading activities. Web-based tools to create online 
tests, activities, and games are also available.  
 
We also publish The Reading Matrix: An International Online 
Journal and have hosted several International Online 
Conferences on Second and Foreign Language Teaching and 
Research.  
What is The Reading Matrix  
International Online Journal? 
 A peer-reviewed professional journal with an 
editorial board of scholars from around the 
world in the fields of second language 
acquisition and applied linguistics. 
 
 http://www.readingmatrix.com/journal.html   


What Does The Reading Matrix Publish? 
• Journal Articles  
• Book Reviews  
• Software Reviews  
• Projects and Commentaries of interest to the 
profession (on occasion) 
Continued… 
From time to time, the RM Journal also publishes Special 
Issues. Past topics have included:  
What Are the Goals of The Reading Matrix? 
                                     The RM Journal seeks to disseminate       
                              research to educators around the world. 
  
 It is interested in exploring issues related to L2 reading,   
L2 literacy in a broader sense, the application of 
technology to literacy instruction, and other issues 
related to ESL and SL learning and teaching.  
 
 
Where and When is  
The Reading Matrix Published? 
 The RM Journal is published exclusively   
on the World Wide Web twice a year in  
April and September.  
 
Is The Reading Matrix  
Abstracted and Indexed? 
 YES! The RM Journal is abstracted and indexed in 
EBSCOhost, the Modern Language Association 
International Bibliography (Books and Articles on Modern 
Languages and Literature), ERIC (Education Resources 
Information Center), DOAJ (Directory of Open Access 
Journals), J-Gate, and DELTAA.  
 
There is no charge to subscribe to the journal. 
Does The Reading Matrix  
Archive Its Published Volumes? 
 YES! Go to:  
 http://www.readingmatrix.com/archives.html 
 
What is the Length of Articles  
Published in The Reading Matrix? 
• Full-length articles should have no more than 7500 words 
and should include an abstract of no more than 200 words. 
 
• Articles should report on original research or present an 
original framework linking previous research, educational 
theory, and teaching practices.  
 
• We encourage authors to take advantage of the electronic 
format by including hypermedia links to multimedia material 
both within and outside the article.  
How Long is the Editorial Review 
Process of The Reading Matrix? 
• All article manuscripts submitted to The Reading Matrix go 
through an internal review first which takes 1-2 weeks.  
 
• If the article meets the basic requirements, it is then sent 
out for external double-blind review from experts in the 
field, either from the journal’s editorial board or from our 
larger list of reviewers.  
 
• This second review process takes 2-3 months.  
 
• Following the external review, the authors are sent 
copies of the external reviewers’ comments and are 
notified as to the decision  
– accept as is,  
– accept pending changes,  
– revise and resubmit, or  
– reject. 
Continued… 
Will I be required  
to sign a publication 
agreement should my 
submission be 
accepted for 
publication in  
The Reading Matrix? 
 
Answer: YES! 
 
Without it, your 
submission cannot 
be published. 
Where Should I Submit my  
Articles, Reviews, and Commentaries? 
Articles and Commentaries can be submitted by: 
 
(a) Electronic Mail: Send the main document and  
any accompanying files (images, etc.) to: 
liontas@usf.edu 
 
(b)  Snail Mail: Send the material on a CD (using 
Microsoft Word 6.0 or higher) to:  
Snail Mail: Send the material on a CD (using Microsoft Word 6.0 or higher) to: 
 
John I. Liontas, Ph.D. 
Editor, The Reading Matrix 
Associate Professor of ESOL 
 
USF in Lakeland  
College of Education 
3433 Winter Lake Rd. LMD 8045 
Lakeland, FL 33805  
 
Tel: (863) 667-7712 
Fax: (863) 667-7098 
E-mail: liontas@usf.edu 


















 Since 2001… 
 
11 volumes 
5 special issues 
4086 pages 
364 authors 
359 publications 
26 newsletters 
3 online conferences 
1000 conference attendees 
650000 hits per month 


